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1. In Fig. 1, m( does not move relative to m), and all the ropes 訂e

massless and tau t. Detennine the magnitude of the force F 

exerted 00 the large block m3 . Assume m2 does not contact m3 

and ignore a11 frictlon. (10%) 

2. As shown in Fig. 2, a baIl of mass m is connected by a wire of 

length L and swings in a vertical circle. At the lowest point 

印oint a), the ball has speed vo . (a) Find the tension force (ηat 

point a, point b, and point c (highest point). (6%) (b) What is 

也e power (P) transferred by the gravity at point a, point b and 

point c? (4%) 

' 

J‘ As shown in Fig. 2, a solid cylinder of mass M and radius R unwinds 

without spinning on a vertical string. (a) Find the linear accerlation of 

出e center of mass. (5%) (b) What is 出e tension? (5%) (c) To make the 

cylinder spin but not fa11, what is the tension needed? (5%) (Note: The 

moment of inertia about the center axis of cylinder, ICM, is 0.5 MR..2). 
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4. A solid sphere of radius R has a density 血at varies as ρ =ρ。(1 - r / R) , where r is 出e

distance from the center. Determine that variation of the :field strength g with r within the 

sphere (r<R). (10%) 

5. As shown in Fig. 4, a thin ring of mass M and radius R can rotate 

企eely about a pivot 0 on its rim 扭曲e vertical plane. At t=0 ， 也e ring 

is released from rest with an incline angle ()=θQ . For smaJ l angular 

displacement, the ring will perfonn a simple harrnonic oscìllation. (a) 

Find the oscillation angular frequency ω. (5%) 和) Find fX..t). (5%) 

(背 面仍有題 目 ，請v繼續作答)
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ιWhen 17.7 J was added as heat to a non-monatomic ideal gas, the volume ofthe gas changed from 

50.0 cm3 to 100 cm3, while the pressure remained at 1.00 a值1. (a) How much did the intemal 

energy of the gas change? (6%) If the quantity of gas Was 2.00 x 10-3 mol , find (b) Cp (3%) 組d (c) 

Cv (3%). (d) \\而at is the degree of 企eedom of the gas molecule? (3%) (1 atm=1.01x l05 Pa) 

(R=8.3 1 J/mol -K). 

7. In Fig.5, a conducting rod of rad ius Rj is coaxial with a larger conducting 

shell of radius R2. The length of the rod and the shell is L. (l>> Rj , R2, SO 

you can treat it 的 infinitely long.) 

(a) The net charge on the rod is + Q, and the net ch缸ge on the shell is -2Q. 

The charges are unifonnly di甜ibuted . Find the elec仕ic field at a radial 

distance r, where Rj< r< R2. (5%) 

(b) Find the capacitance ofthe conducting coaxial as shown in Fig. 5. (5%) 

L 

Fig.5 

8. A charge q with velocity v is projected into a unifonn magnetic fidd B . The velocity vector v 
makes an angle θ with Ë. Derive (a) the period 丸 (b) the radius r and (c) the pitch p of the 

helical path for the charge moving in the magnetic field . (10%) 

9. As shown in Fig. 6, a squ缸e conducting loop is placed next to a 

very long current , i(t)=ios inωt. lf the loop has resistance 灰， find 

the induced current I(t) in the loop. (10%) 
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